
Mathematis 133 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 1Sample Exam II Solutions { Otober 29, 2005I. Refer to the graph on the handout showing the derivative y = f 0(x) for some funtionf(x).A) Using the information here, onstrut a \qualitative" plot of y = f 00(x).Solution: f 00(x) is the derivative of f 0(x), so the y-oordinates of your graph shouldshow the slopes of the given graph. f 00(x) = 0 for all x < 1 sine the given graph ishorizontal on that interval. f 00 starts lose to zero for x > 1, inreases up to a positivemaximum around x = 2, dereases to zero a bit after x = 3, then is negative the restof the way. It reahes its negative minimum around x = 4, then inreases at bit afterthat (but still stays negative).B) Over whih intervals is f inreasing?Solution: Sine f is inreasing where f 0 is positive, f is inreasing on the intervalswhere the y-oordinates of the given graph are positive: x < 1 and 2 < x < 4.C) Is f 0 ontinuous at x = 1? Why or why not? What happens on the graph y = f(x)at x = 1?Solution: f 0 is not ontinuous at x = 1 beause of the \jump" in the given graph. Wehave limx!1� f 0(x) = 2 but limx!1+ f 0(x) = �1. This indiates that the slope of thegraph y = f(x) hanges suddenly from +2 to �1 at x = 1. Assuming f is ontinuousat x = 1, its graph would have a \sharp orner" at x = 1.II.A) The funtion H(t) gives the number of hours of daylight t days after the start of theyear in Worester. At t = 304 days (Otober 31 in a non-leap year),H 0(304) = �0:083.Give the meaning of this equation as a sentene, using appropriate units.Solution: At t = 304 (that is, on Otober 31), the number of hours of daylight perday in Worester is dereasing at the rate of 0:083 hours per day (about 5 minutesper day). (Note: It's dereasing beause the derivative value is negative.)B) The table below gives the position s (in miles) of a freight train moving along a straightline trak as a funtion of time t (in hours).t :5 1 1:5 2 2:5s 10 25 42 50 55Estimate the train's instantaneous veloity at t = 1:5 hours as losely as you an fromthis information.



Solution: From the table information, we an estimate the instantaneous veloityby average veloities in many ways. Thinking of the de�nition of the instantaneousveloity as a limit, we expet the losest approximations would be for h = �t as smallas possible: v := s(2)� s(1:5)2� 1:5 = 50� 422� 1:5 = 16or v := s(1)� s(1:5)1� 1:5 = 25� 421� 1:5 = 34The atual instantaneous veloity at t = 1:5 is probably somewhere in between, sothe average is our best estimate: v := 16+342 = 25 miles per hour.III. Using the limit de�nition, �nd f 0(x) for f(x) = 1=x.Solution: f 0(x) = limh!0 f(x+ h)� f(x)h= limh!0 1x+h � 1xh= limh!0 x� (x+ h)(x+ h)xh= limh!0 �h(x+ h)xh= limh!0 �1(x+ h)x= �1x2(Chek with the power rule: ddxx�1 = �x�2 = �1x2 .)IV. Find derivatives of eah of the following funtions by applying the appropriate \short-ut" derivative rules:A) f(x) = 5x7 � 3px � 42xSolution: f 0(x) = 35x6 + 32x�3=2 � 42x ln(4) � 2B) g(x) = (x2 + 1)122xSolution: By the produt and hain rules:g0(x) = 12(x2 + 1)112x + (x2 + 1)122x ln(2) = (x2 + 1)112x(12 + (x2 + 1) ln(2))C) h(x) = x2ex�1Solution: By the quotient rule:h0(x) = (ex � 1)(2x)� x2ex(ex � 1)2



V. (5) Say whether the following statement is true or false, and explain your reasoning:If the time interval is short enough, then we expet the average veloity of a ar overthe interval will be lose to its instantaneous veloity at any time in the interval.Solution: True: Sine vinst = lim�t!0 �s�t , the instantaneous veloity at eah t0 is thelimit of average veloities as the length of the time interval goes to zero. If the timeinterval is short enough, we would expet the average veloity over the whole intervalto be very lose to the limiting value. (Of ourse I am thinking of a \usual" physialsituation where the position and the speed are hanging in a ontinuous fashion, sothat even if the time t0 where the instantaneous veloity is omputed is not at one ofthe endpoints of the time interval, the average veloity over the whole interval wouldstill be lose to the average veloities over the smaller intervals that would be used toompute vinst(t0).)


